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What is the Methodological Question Being Addressed What is the difference between
erratic and unidirectional large changes in schizophrenia clinical trials?

Introduction Erratic ratings represent large changes in PANSS scores in opposite directions across
consecutive visits. In pooled schizophrenia clinical trial datasets they affect approximately 1.7% of
study visits, are more likely to be identified in non-acute trials, occur typically in later visits and are
more likely to be of improvement followed by worsening pattern (Kott, Daniel, 2020). Erratic ratings
have significantly increased placebo response and have had mixed effects on drug-placebo
separation in three large studies with negative symptom subjects (Umbricht, Kott, Daniel, 2020). In
the current analysis we wanted to compare the magnitude of visit-to-visit change identified in
erratic ratings with the magnitude of unidirectional large changes in schizophrenia clinical trial
data.

Methods Data were pooled from a total of 13,654 subjects collected from 32 studies - 15 acute, 6
negative symptom and 11 non-acute non-negative studies (further referred to as other). Large
changes were operationally defined as ratings where the absolute PANSS change from prior visit
was at or above 90th percentile. Erratic changes were defined as two consecutive visits affected by
large changes in opposite directions. We calculated the visit-to-visit absolute change on PANSS total
and the sum of all 30 PANSS visit-to-visit absolute item changes (intrinsic changes). Data were
analyzed using regression models on the combined data and by individual study types.

Results Large changes affected a total of 8,859(11.8%) visits in the dataset, out of those
1,990(22.4%) were of erratic type. In the combined data, the average visit-to-visit PANSS absolute
change was significantly higher in the case erratic changes compared to large changes alone with
an average difference of 1.2 PANSS points (p < 0.001), the largest difference was identified in acute
studies with an average difference of 3.2 points, followed by negative symptom studies with and
average difference of 1.5 points. The other types of protocols did not show statistical difference. In
case of the intrinsic changes, in the combined data these were significantly larger by an average of
2.9 points in the erratic data. The largest difference of 4.6 points was identified again in acute
studies, followed by negative symptom studies with a difference of 2.8 and other studies with an
average difference of 2.5 points, all statistically significant at p = 0.05.

Conclusion Our data indicate that visit-to-visit absolute total score changes are significantly
higher in the context of an erratic rating than when happening in the context of a unidirectional
large change. This is somewhat surprising. Additionally, it is noteworthy that the intrinsic changes
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reflecting the magnitude of individual symptom changes are significantly increased in the presence
of erratic ratings. While we believe that rater measurement error (such as relative ratings; overuse
of extreme item scores) is a key factor responsible for the phenomenon of erratic ratings, other
factors or a combination of those need to be considered. Among these expectation bias of
improvement or worsening, variability in true disease expression and variability in drug compliance
need to be examined.
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